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Introduction
Christian Peacemaker Teams Palestine is a faith-based human rights organization that supports Palestinian-led, non-violent, grassroots resistance to the illegal
Israeli occupation and the unjust structures that uphold it. By working with local
Palestinian and Israeli peacemakers and educating people in our home communities we strive to help create a space for justice and peace.
The following report contains data of incidents monitored by the CPT team on
the ground in the Old City of occupied al-Khalil (Hebron) over a period of three
months from January through March 2018. During this reporting period the Israeli
Givati brigade were stationed in al-Khalil, in the month of January 2018, followed
by the Israeli Paratrooper brigade in February 2018.
Al-Khalil has been divided into two areas in the 1997 Hebron Protocol (as
reviewed here): Area H1 is to fall under full control of the Palestinian Authority,
with approximately 200,000 Palestinian residents. On the other hand, Area H2 is
under full Israeli military control and is home to approximately 40,000 Palestinians.
Also in H2, 500-800 settlers live in five illegal settlements in the heart of al-Khalil’s
Old City.
With the incidents compiled in this report limited to those either witnessed
personally by CPT or documented through testimonies by Palestinians, the data
do not and cannot claim to portray all of the incidents taking place throughout
this reporting period.
The following dynamics and restrictions influence CPT’s ability to collect comprehensive data of human rights violations in occupied al-Khalil: firstly, due to a
limited number of CPTers, in stark contrast to the omnipresence of the illegal
Israeli occupation, CPT is not able to witness and document all the violations
taking place at all times and in all locations. Secondly, in many instances, cases of
violence and oppression go undocumented for fear of Israeli reprisals. Additionally, when human rights monitors are forced by the Israeli forces to move away
from incidents, recording of accurate figures is hindered.
With various institutions using a plethora of frameworks and definitions as a
basis for reporting, CPT wants to outline their definitions of certain key terms
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used in the following report, based on the framework of international and human
rights law, while taking into account the reality on the ground. CPT rejects the
judicial frameworks of the Israeli state, which consistently disregards international
and human rights law. The term ‘Israeli Defense Forces (IDF)’ is not used by CPT
due to the misuse of the word ‘defense.’
When doing body searches of Palestinians, Israeli forces arbitrarily force Palestinians to expose their bodies without their consent. This often includes lifting
their shirt(s), exposing their torso, turning around in a circle, and lifting up their
pant legs to expose their ankles. At times, it includes being pushed up against a
wall as Israeli forces kick Palestinians’ legs apart and pat down their whole body.
ID checks are instances in which Israeli military force Palestinians to submit their
identification cards and inspect their records within a twenty minute time frame.
CPT defines a detainment as an incident in which Palestinians are detained by
Israeli forces for a period longer than 20 minutes or are physically moved to
a military base or Israeli forces area. In the case of children, a detainment is
counted for any time period longer than five minutes. CPT defines children as
all individuals under 18 years of age, following International and Human Rights
law. In Palestine, children receive their IDs once they become 16 years old. A
detainment also includes ID checks, bag and body searches, questioning, and the
use of physical restrictions such as blindfolds, cable ties and physical violence. An
arrest is when Palestinians are taken into custody by the Israeli forces.
All of the incidents reported on are a product of and support a system of violence and oppression imposed by the Israeli occupation, and represent violations
of the basic human rights of Palestinians.
The data in this report are broken down into six main sections: (1) children
under occupation, (2) adults under occupation, (3) checkpoint activity, (4) settler
violence, (5) use of force, and (6) human rights observers.
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Young children walk by carrying pillows as Israeli forces patrol the children’s neighborhood. – 21 March
2018

Children Under Occupation
Children in al-Khalil are affected daily by the occupation with the constant presence of Israeli forces. With the fortified checkpoints and settlements situated in
Palestinian neighborhoods, children are exposed to armed Israeli soldiers, border
police, and Israeli settlers.
Children are no exception to the restrictions placed on Palestinians, and are
subject to harassment and violence by the Israeli forces, as well as by the Israeli
settlers. Constant exposure to and experience of human rights violations in the
form of physical and psychological abuse leaves most of these children with psychological impacts. According to Israeli law, Palestinian children are those who
are under 12 years of age. Palestinians are tried under Israeli military court law.
Therefore, Palestinian children between the ages of 12 and 17 can be tried as
adults by Israel. In contrast, Israeli law does not consider Israelis to be adults
until the age of 18. This is a clear example of Israel’s direct implementation and
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practice of racist apartheid laws.
The Convention on the Rights of the Child was ratified by the United Nations
General Assembly in November 1989, and by Israel in 1991. Israeli forces’ treatment of children violates basic human rights, as well as specific protections in
relation to inhumane treatment and torture. The following articles are some of
the articles that Israeli’s forces breach: Articles 1, 2, 19, and 37.
Violations of children’s rights are constant. A significant number of the violations against children occur at checkpoints, during their travel to and from school.
Please note, that these incidents will not be documented in this report as they
are recorded in the separate school reports published twice a year by CPT.

A 15-year-old child is arrested without cause by the Israeli military. The boy was sitting outside a shop,
approached by the military, and forced to the military truck. The boy was taken without his family knowing
his location. – 2 March 2018

Children are regularly stopped, questioned, and detained from anywhere between a few minutes to several hours. Israeli forces justify many of their actions
by claiming it is for the sake of security, though this arbitrary detainment remains a
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method of intimidation and control; an attempt at inciting fear through abuse and
control. When reasons are given for detainment of children, the most common
accusations by the Israeli forces is stone throwing. Although these claims are often without evidence, children are consistently criminalized under this claim. The
maximum sentence given for stone throwing under Israeli military law is twenty
years in prison, applicable to those who are twelve years of age, or older.

Child Detainment and Arrest
CPT has witnessed incidents of physical and psychological violence against children during detainments and arrests. This includes children being handcuffed,
blindfolded, physically harmed and forced to squat on the ground. During interrogations, children have experienced Israeli forces shouting at them, placing them
in dark rooms, making threats against their physical safety, and making threats
towards their family members. When arrested, they are subject to the discriminatory and violent processes of the Israeli military court system.
Statistics from Military Court Watch
• At the end of February 2018, there were 356 Palestinian children held
as ’security prisoners’ in Israeli prisons.
• Approximately 50% of Palestinian child detainees are held in prisons
in Israel in breach of Article 76 of the Fourth Geneva Convention.
• Children as young as 12 years can be prosecuted in the military
courts.
• Over 99% of cases in the military courts end in conviction.
• After a child is held in Israeli for more than 12 months, they no longer
have a military liaison officer appointed to them.
• Most children arrested reported that they were made to sign
documents written only in Hebrew – branded by most human rights
organizations as illegal.
Visit Military Court Watch here; and for more information, see also the
Defense for Children International - Palestine website.
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According to Military Court Watch, by the end of February 2018, there were
356 Palestinian children held as ‘security prisoners’ in Israeli prisons. This is an
11% increase from the year 2017. CPT witnessed 11 child detainments and arrests
throughout this reporting period, including a child as young as three years of age.
The following are instances that CPT directly witnessed, though we are aware
that it represents only a fraction of the incidents that occur.
11 January 2018: Three sisters, ages 13-23, were stopped at the checkpoint
near to the Ibrahimi mosque. One of the girls was violently body searched, and
then accused by the Israeli military of possessing a knife. After being detained in
the checkpoint, an Israeli military van arrived, taking and placing the girls under
arrest. The girl accused of possessing a knife was sentenced to 45 days in prison
for a claim the military made. CPTers at the incident saw no proof of the claim.
2 March 2018: Israeli border police entered the Old City of al-Khalil, patrolling streets where children were playing. The border police stopped and detained a 15-year-old boy, asking him if he knows anyone who throws stones. After
detaining the boy for five minutes, the border police continued their patrol, interrupting the lives of children playing in the street.
2 March 2018: An Israeli soldier suffered a minor injury after illegally being
in the Palestinian Authority controlled area of Khalil and shooting tear gas and
sound bombs at Palestinian children. Following the man’s injury, soldiers began
rushing and grabbing random children to arrest them. Two boys (ages 15 and
16) were in their shop when the soldiers grabbed them and forced them into a
military truck, arresting them without cause.
8 March 2018: 11-year-old Ali al-Joulani was coming home one afternoon
when he found a group of Israeli soldiers outside his building. Ali was scared
by the soldiers who started chasing after him. He continued run further up the
stairs, onto the roof where he fell off the rooftop, falling roughly 10 meters and
landing on the concrete street.
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Instead of administering first aid, the Israeli soldiers attempted to arrest Ali.
Two female neighbors tried to help Ali, but the soldiers refused to let them, and
threatened to shoot the women. After more than 10 minutes, the Israeli soldiers
released Ali, and a neighbor rushed him to the hospital. Ali was left with a broken
leg, arm, and jaw. Ali was expected to miss at least two months off school for the
recovering phase. See further details on Ali’s incident here.
10 March 2018: Israeli border police arrested three boys (10, 11, and 12 years
old) at Salaymeh checkpoint, without cause. Border police then indiscriminately
fired tear gas and threw sound bombs into the Palestinian neighborhoods. The
checkpoint was closed for twenty minutes, and no one was allowed to pass.
27 March 2018: A three-year-old Palestinian boy was physically detained for
a few minutes by Israeli border police at Gutnick [Abed’s] checkpoint. As seen
in the video linked below, the child was distressed, and his father tried to get to
his son, but was pushed away by the border police. A boy about 12 years of age
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was able to get the three-year-old away from the grip of the border police. See
the full video here.

A three-year-old being detained by Israeli border police for playing with a kitchen utensil – 27 March 2018

30 March 2018: A 12-year-old boy was shot with by a rubber coated steel
bullet during clashes on a Friday afternoon. He went to the hospital to be treated.
31 March 2018: A child, about 14 years of age, was sitting on stairs near
Checkpoint 56 when 15 Israeli soldiers stormed up the street. Two of the soldiers
threw the child up against the wall. The soldiers body searched him, then dragged
him down the stairs and into the street, into the view of seven soldiers on the
rooftop above. One soldier yelled out “Is this the boy,” to which the soldiers on
the roof said “No.” The boy was then released from their grip. The boy left the
area immediately to get away from the soldiers.

Adults Under Occupation
During the first quarter of 2018, CPT documented Palestinian adults being
arbitrarily ID checked, body and bag searched, detained, and arrested, as well as
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being physically harmed, by Israeli forces. In these three months, CPT recorded
a total of 251 ID checks of adults, of which 84 persons were additionally body
searched. The following instances, given to illustrate the situation, were directly
witnessed by CPT and thus represent only a fraction of the actual number of
incidents during this three-month period.
Statistics
Please note these statistics represent
only what was directly observed, and
are lower than the actual amount of
checks which have taken place over
the reporting period.
Male ID checks: 229
Male body searches: 85
Male bag checks: 1
Female ID checks: 14
Female bag checks: 17
Adult detentions: 3
Adult males arrested: 12

10 January 2018: Israeli forces in two separate groups of three were stopping
Palestinian men in the Old City of al-Khalil. One group stopped 31 men and
checked and photographed their IDs, and the other group of soldiers did the
same with 10 men, all within a nine minute time period. After 20 minutes, the
Israeli forces went inside the Israeli military base at Bab al-Baledeya.
21 January 2018: Two women passing the checkpoint at al-Ibrahimi Mosque
were stopped and ordered by Israeli forces to open their handbags and show all
contents.
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2 February 2018: As Palestinians were making their way through the checkpoints towards al-Ibrahimi Mosque for Friday prayers, Israeli forces were calling
adult men over to the checkpoint at the bottom of the mosque. They were ordered to hand over their IDs for checks, pull up their shirts exposing their skin,
pull up their trouser legs to show their ankles and turn around showing the exposed areas of their bodies to the Israeli border police. 35 men were ID checked,
30 of who were forced to lift their clothing for a body check. One man was asked
to expose his skin three times.
9 March 2018: Israeli forces shot and killed 24-year old Mahmud Zain alJabari. After noon-prayer on this Friday, a few youths were throwing stones in the
direction of the checkpoint, which was met with excessive force by Israeli forces
shooting tear gas and stun grenades. Occasionally, groups of soldiers attempted
to ambush youth to arbitrarily arrest them.
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Mahmud Zain al-Jabari’s body being carried out of the hospital, to be taken home before burial. – 9
March 2018

The death of Mahmud occurred during this incident. According to Mahmud’s
family, Israeli forces shot him three times, in his neck, head and heart. Bystanders
immediately evacuated him to the nearest hospital, where he was pronounced
dead. Shortly after, his body was taken from the hospital in an ambulance to
a then unknown destination. Only three hours later, a funeral and burial were
held for Mahmud. This was most likely because Israeli forces are known to raid
hospitals to arrest (severely) injured Palestinians or steal the bodies of deceased
Palestinians that they shot, so that no autopsies or funerals can take place. In
Islam, a burial is supposed to take place no less than 24 hours after death. Israeli
forces’ practice of stealing Palestinian bodies does not only prevent this religious
custom, but also denies the family the opportunity to lay their loved one to rest
and say goodbye.
18 March 2018: A 20-year old man was stopped by Israeli forces at Mafia
checkpoint on his way to work. Israeli forces hit him three times on his back, and
before letting him continue on his way, intimidated and threatened him, saying
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“We will take you next time.”

Two young men are body checked while walking home. – 31 March 2018

31 March 2018: Israeli forces ambushed and arbitrarily grabbed a 19-yearold male, throwing him to the ground. The soldiers had been out shooting tear
gas and stun grenades at Palestinian youths after the youths had been throwing
stones at the fence of Checkpoint 56. After throwing him to the ground, five of
the soldiers jumped on top of him, tying his hands behind his back with two sets
of plastic cable ties. The group of 15 soldiers then pushed him along through to
the other side of checkpoint 56, out of sight of the CPT observers, most likely
towards the military base on segregated Shuhada Street.
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A 19-year-old is arrested and beaten to the ground by Israeli paratrooper soldiers. – 31 March 2018

Checkpoint Activity
Permanent checkpoints, temporary checkpoints, roadblocks and other physical obstructions are all implemented and maintained by the Israeli government to
restrict Palestinians’ freedom of movement and ensure that they maintain control
over the Palestinian population. In al-Khalil there are over 100 physical obstructions, including 22 permanently staffed checkpoints and 14 partial checkpoints in
H2. These restrictions are in direct violation of Article 13 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: “Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and
residence within the borders of each state”
Israel justifies its use of checkpoints by claiming that these are “security measures” protecting settlers living in Palestinian neighborhoods from Palestinian violence. However, these “security measures” have created a system of apartheid,
where Palestinians suffer restrictions based on their ethnicity. During this reporting period, the Israeli military have heightened restrictions for Palestinians,
further limiting their movement and access.
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In relation to a Palestinian building being recently occupied by Israeli settlers, a
new checkpoint has been permanently staffed by Israeli soldiers between Shuhada
street and the Gutnick [Abed’s] checkpoint near al-Ibrahimi mosque. This is a
temporary checkpoint, without structure, but since March 28, 2018 Israeli paratrooper soldiers have been stationed at this intersection to create a checkpoint.

Checkpoints are a main obstruction for many Palestinians to obtain direct access to their homes, workplace, places of worship and basic needs. At these
checkpoints, Palestinians face humiliating treatment by Israeli border police and
soldiers, including delays, body searches, bag searches, ID checks, detainments,
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and arrests. Please refer to CPT’s previous reports for more information about
the impact that these obstructions have on everyday life.
Below are some examples of the restrictions people face when passing through
checkpoints in al-Khalil. Please note that these are only a few observed examples
of the daily restrictions that Palestinians face.
21 January 2018: A Palestinian tour guide was leading a tour group through
the Mosque checkpoint, refused to remove his boots, and was denied entry to
the Mosque area. Later that day a young shopkeeper reported to us that when
trying to walk to his shop through this same checkpoint, he was denied entry for
refusing to remove a bracelet.

A family waits to be let through as Israeli settlers celebrate Purim. – 1 March 2018

1 March 2018: During two days of the Jewish holiday of Purim, Israeli forces
put up red tape across several places in the Shuhada street/Qitoun checkpoint
area, forbidding Palestinians to pass while the Purim parade was taking place.
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CPT documented four children and two adults forced to wait for 10 minutes
by Israeli forces until the parade had passed and they were allowed to pass the
street to reach the Qitoun checkpoint.
30 March 2018: After Friday prayers at al-Ibrahimi mosque, Palestinians tried
to hold a press conference outside the al-Za’tari building, with a local representative speaking of the recent occupation of the Palestinian al-Za’tari building. During the press conference the Israeli border police and soldiers forcibly pushed the
Palestinians and press away before declaring it a “military area.” All press, Palestinians and human rights monitors were forced out of the area. The Israeli border
police proceeded to put up more boundaries, further preventing the movement
of Palestinian people. The Israeli settlers were still able to access this area, their
settlements and the street.

Settler Violence
Al-Khalil is the only city in the Israeli-occupied Palestinian West Bank where
illegal Israeli settlements are located right in the heart of the Palestinian town,
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adjacent to Palestinian communities. Therefore, al-Khalil has been called the ‘microcosm of the occupation.’
There are six illegal settlements in the H2 area of al-Khalil, five of
which are in the city center:
1. Beit Hadassah: Established as a settlement in 1979.
2. Beit Romano: This settlement was established in 1983 and contains a
Yeshiva school. The Yeshiva school was built on-top of a Palestinian boys’
school, causing the closure of the Palestinian school. The Yeshiva and Beit
Romano are situated within an Israeli military base, which was the central
Palestinian bus station before the early 2000s. There are approximately 200
settlers living within this settlement.
3. Tel Rumeida: Located on an archaeological site and within a Palestinian
neighborhood, Tel Rumeida overlooks the Old City. It was established in
1984 and has a population of approximately 200 settlers. It was declared
a closed military zone in November 2015; all Palestinians residing in this
neighborhood are forced to go through Israeli military checkpoints, where
they are registered as residents, when entering and leaving their homes.
4. Avraham Avinu: This illegal settlement was established in the early 1980s
and has a population of approximately 200 settlers.
5. Al-Rajabi building: Located between Kiryat Arba and the Old City, settlers moved into this Palestinian building in 2014. It is unknown how many
settlers reside in this building, but Israeli forces stay there as well.
6. Kiryat Arba: Located on the outskirts of al-Khalil, this illegal settlement
was founded in 1968 and has approximately 7000 settlers residing there.
In addition to those settlements, another Palestinian building was illegally occupied
by settlers on 26 March, 2018.

According to international law, Israeli settlements are a direct violation of Article 49 of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which states that it is illegal for an
occupying power to “deport or transfer parts of its own civilian population into
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the territory it occupies.” Israeli settlements also breach Article 55 of The Hague
Regulations, which state that the occupying power should safeguard occupied
properties and maintain the status quo.
Given the close proximity of the illegal Israeli settlements to Palestinian neighborhoods, settler attacks and harassment are commonplace. With settlements
in the heart of the Old City, and located above the souq (the Palestinian market), wire-meshing must be installed to help protect the Palestinians below from
settlers throwing materials from above, including rubbish, liquids such as urine,
chemicals, debris and excrement. This is a constant issue for shop owners, residents, and visitors in the souq.
Each Saturday afternoon since the early 2000s, settlers invade the Palestinian
market with large groups of Israeli forces. They are led through the Palestinian
market by a settler tour guide. As a result, Palestinians are restricted in their
movement throughout the city every Saturday, as the soldiers occupy rooftops,
block alleyways and streets to allow the Israeli settlers wander freely.
Many incidents of settler violence and harassment are so commonplace that
they go unreported. The following incidents are examples to illustrate settler
harassment in al-Khalil.
24 February 2018: Settlers entered the Palestinian souq during the weekly
‘settler incursion’ with a large presence of Israeli forces. Palestinians, as happens
regularly during those incursions, were prevented from passing the group of settlers by Israeli forces, and thus were forced to either turn around or wait till the
incursion finished. Three Palestinians, including one young boy, were observed
to turn around and change their route when noticing the group of soldiers.
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Israeli settlers on one of the weekly “tours” of the Old City. – 24th February 2018

3 March 2018: Palestinian children were playing on the street outside their
home, which is adjacent to one of the illegal settlements, when Israeli settler
children threw five empty wine bottles onto the Palestinian children. Once CPT
arrived, another Israeli settler child threw a piece of metal down into the front
yard of this Palestinian home. Soldiers threatened the father of the Palestinian
children with arrest.
20 March 2018: Israeli settlers confiscated land on top of a hill in the Palestinian community of Beit Einoun in the al-Khalil governorate and created an illegal
outpost. Israeli settlers were celebrating this illegal outpost with large tour buses
arriving at the outpost. Israeli forces blocked access to the road leading to Beit
Einoun, with at least four Palestinian cars denied access to their homes by the
Israeli forces. In a short period of 45 minutes, Israeli forces stopped and ID
checked 60 Palestinians. According to local Palestinians, Beit Einoun is home to
approximately 200 Palestinians.
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Israeli settlers celebrate the establishment of a new, illegal outpost in Beit Einoun. – 20 March 2018

22 March 2018: Three young settler men drove by a group of 12-year-old
Palestinian children who were sitting outside al-Ibrahimi school. The settlers spat
at the Palestinian children from their car and yelled out “F**k you” before speeding off. The settlers were driving on a road where Palestinian traffic, including
ambulances, is entirely prohibited by the Israeli forces.
22 March 2018: Settlers vacated the part of the Abu Rajab family home that
they illegally occupied in August 2017. Approximately 15 settler families have
been illegally living in this building until the Israeli Supreme Court decided that
the settlers’ claim is illegal, and that they have to leave from the building.
26 March 2018: Around 10pm, only a few days after the eviction of the
Abu Rajab family home, dozens of settlers forcibly entered a Palestinian building
near Ibrahimi Mosque. The house, which belongs to the Za’tari family, has been
empty for some time, and was previously occupied by settlers in January 2016.
A group of 30-50 settlers, including many children and the ‘mayor’ of the illegal
settlement Kiryat Arba, were present, moving in and out of the house. Settlers
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were openly consuming alcohol in the streets, celebrating and singing, blocking
the main street (note that al-Khalil is a Muslim community, where the possession
and consumption of alcohol is illegal). Large groups of Israeli forces were present
to ‘protect’ the illegal activity, preventing the passage of Palestinians. The settlers
have since at several times harassed and intimidated the Palestinian family living
in the house right next to them.

Israeli settlers celebrate outside the newly occupied Palestinian building owned by the al-Za’tari family in
the Old City. – 26 March 2018

Use of Force
Tear gas, sound bombs, rubber bullets and live ammunition were commonly
used by Israeli forces during this reporting period, presenting a continuous threat
to the health and safety of Palestinians living in both the H1 and H2 areas of
al-Khalil. Between January and March 2018, CPT recorded 12 incidents where
such force was used by the Israeli military against Palestinian civilians. All of these
incidents occurred in H1 in the Bab iZawayeh area.
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The majority of the Palestinians present when Israeli forces shot these weapons
were Palestinian children. On some occasions, the deployment of force is used
in response to children or youth throwing stones at the fortified Checkpoint 56.
On other occasions, particularly in the month of February, the deployment of
force was used in response to nonviolent protests held marking the anniversary
of the 1994 Ibrahimi Mosque massacre.
The greatest use of force was observed in March, with 17 incidents as recorded
below. CPT found a direct correlation between Israeli military patrols into H1
and the amount of force used.
What follows is a breakdown of the main incidents. Please note not all observed
incidents are listed.
Deployment of weapons
The numbers presented here are the result of direct
monitoring by CPT field workers on the ground. Only
instances where CPTers were present and could directly
observe the use of force were recorded. These numbers
only represent a fraction of the overall use of force by Israeli
military and border police in al-Khalil.
Sound grenades: 174
Tear gas: 118
Rubber coated steel bullets: 4
Live ammunition: 23
These numbers were recorded across 12 separate incidents:
three in the month of January, four in the month of February
and five in the month of March.
12 January 2018: Palestinians held a nonviolent march after the Friday prayers,
starting at the Hussein Stadium down to Checkpoint 56. Once the march reached
Bab iZaweyah, approximately 30 Israeli forces rushed out of the market area and
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up the street, throwing sound grenades. These 30 Israeli forces then positioned
themselves down the clothing market. Israeli soldiers were also on the rooftop
at Checkpoint 56, from where they shot additional sound grenades. One Palestinian man was injured during the use of sound grenades and was taken away in
an ambulance. 35 sound grenades were fired during this afternoon.
16 February 2018: The annual protest marking the Ibrahimi mosque massacre took place from al-Bakka mosque to bab al-Baledeya gates. Within minutes
of arriving at the gates of the military base, soldiers shot tear gas and sound
grenades at the protesters. Most of the people dispersed at this point. A group
tried to continue the protest at the top of the vegetable market, but were met
with more tear gas and sound grenades.

‘Dismantle the Ghetto’ demonstrators confronted by Israeli soldiers as they try to march from the Martyrs
mosque to Checkpoint 56. – 16 February 2018

About 10 protesters continued, walking from bab al-Baledeya to the gas station, where they were faced with approximately eight soldiers. The soldiers kept
pushing the protesters to press back. They made a Palestinian car stop, forced the
man out of the car and took his keys. They parked the car, telling the protesters
25

the car was now a boundary. The soldiers “marked” a line in the ground, telling
the protesters not to cross it. When they crossed the line, the soldiers threw
two sound grenades at the feet of the protesters.
It is unknown how many sound grenades and tear gas canisters were used in
total during the protest.

An Israeli soldier watches, sound grenade in hand and ready to throw at nonviolent demonstrators. – 16
February 2018

Patrols by Israeli Forces
Another forceful tactic used by the Israeli military is that of routine, daily patrols
in the Old City, and at times also in the H1 area. According to sources such as
Breaking the Silence and B’Tselem, Israeli forces in al-Khalil patrol three times a
day. These patrols do not follow a routine, which makes it impossible to monitor
each patrol. CPT conducts at least two walks in the Old City daily, in order to
observe what time soldiers have been out.
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25 March 2018: At 10:45 six Israeli soldiers were on a patrol in the Old City.
At 11:10, the soldiers stopped and searched a Palestinian car, and checked the
IDs of both men within the car. At 11:13, the soldiers went back into the base.
CPT recorded 13 patrols that occurred without stopping anyone or entering
any buildings: six soldiers walking through streets simply asserting their presence.
CPT noticed an increase in incidents in which soldiers patrolled using a map. The
patrols with maps often resulted in rooftops being occupied or buildings being
invaded. The following is one example of an Israeli forces patrol.

14 March 2018: At 13:27 Israeli soldiers entered an empty building in the Old
City souq and went up on the roof. The soldiers positioned themselves there and
checked their map. At 13:38 they left the roof and continued up the tunnels, past
the souq, stopping one man on the way. At 13:45 the soldiers questioned five
Palestinian men. The Israeli soldiers then turned around and went back into the
illegal Israeli settlement of Abraham Avinu.
CPT believes that there are two possible reasons why the paratrooper soldiers
could be using these maps. The first possibility is that they are training new para27

trooper soldiers. The second possibility is that they are looking for key places in
the city to monitor and survey from. In documenting these patrols, CPT found
that often they were familiar soldiers, who CPT had monitored on previous occasions. For this reason, CPT concludes that the maps are most likely used for
locating the most strategic locations in the Old City for surveying and continuing their aggressive, constant presence in the Old City. The following quote
illustrates the mapping procedure:
A staff sergeant from Battalion 50 of the Nahal Brigade gives testimony about the mapping mission he carried out in Hebron in 2010:
“The purpose of the mapping is to take some house and map it from
inside – how many rooms, which room overlooks what all the technical details of the house. The ultimate goal is to create a kind of
better understanding of how the Palestinian area of the city looks
inside the houses, so that afterwards, if there’s a need for ‘straw widows’ [ambushes from inside houses] or such things, then there will
be an option to do that. We did quite a few mappings. It happens
quite a lot.”

Entering Buildings/Home Raids
Another violation that Israeli forces commit is that of entering Palestinian buildings, homes and shops without warrants. In some incidents, the soldiers enter
these buildings for strategic positioning on rooftops. At other times they enter
to question individual Palestinians, to conduct home raids, or to detain or arrest
an individual.
15 March 2018: Eight Israeli soldiers entered a family home in the souq.
The soldiers asked the family about one of the sons, a 13-year-old. The boy was
not home when the soldiers came. The soldiers accused the boy of “creating
problems” with the soldiers.
The family insisted that he had not done anything. When the CPTers asked
the soldiers why they were searching for this boy, the Israeli soldiers responded
saying he threw stones. The soldiers left the home and proceeded through the
Old City, asking those passing by if they knew where this boy was.
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20 March 2018: Six Israeli soldiers were on patrol from 08:20 to 10:32,
forcibly entering 11 buildings (six homes and five shops), stopping many people in
the streets, ID checking, body searching, patting down, and restricting Palestinians’ movement. 15 men had their IDs checked and all 15 were body searched.
One 17-year-old boy was ID checked and body searched. Two men were forced
to unzip the fly on their pants. The soldiers were within the Old City, as well as
entering the H1 area down both the new and old Shalalah Streets. The soldiers
eventually left the community and went back into their military base at 10:32.

Human Rights Monitors
Human rights observers are also targeted by the Israeli military and settlers.
This section will explore common difficulties that CPTers and other human rights
monitors face when trying to monitor and document violations committed.
CPT’s movement in the entire Old City of al-Khalil is restricted on a daily basis.
This is due to difficulties passing through checkpoints, being ID checked, soldiers
or border police physically pushing CPTers away from an incident, threats of arrest
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or confiscation, and destruction of photographic evidence. Often, CPTers are
forced to show their passports and tell the border police where they are going
multiple times a day. CPTers and other monitors are routinely told to stop taking
photographs at checkpoints or during incidents. The ability to get to emergencies
in a timely manner is not always possible.
Israeli soldiers and border police have harassed CPTers and monitors from
other organizations on several occasions in this reporting period. Some of this
harassment has included being photographed, verbally abused, intimidated, threatened, and physically pushed and punched. During clashes, there have been occasions when soldiers have targeted CPTers, throwing sound grenades and shooting
tear gas directly at them. Below are some of the main incidents that occurred:

ID Checks
Israeli border police and soldiers demand CPTers IDs, often multiple times a
day, within a matter of minutes from one another, and at checkpoints just meters
away from another checkpoint that CPTers were stopped at. Border police regularly take photos of CPTers’ IDs or passports on their personal cell phones, and
will not always delete the photos from their phones, keeping CPTers’ personal
and sensitive information on their private phones. Unlike border police, Israeli
soldiers cannot legally request and handle people’s passports, and yet soldiers
also often demand CPTers’ passports. If CPTers choose to practice their rights
and not give their passports to soldiers, the Israeli soldiers will call border police
to come to the scene, furthering the military presence in the community. Israeli
soldiers also then illegally take photos of CPTers’ passports.
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Two Israeli soldiers of the Paratrooper brigade illegally handle and photograph CPTers’ passports.

Use of Force
9 January 2018: Two CPTers were monitoring a nonviolent Palestinian-led
demonstration, when Israeli soldiers rushed out of the checkpoint, firing tear gas
and throwing sound bombs to disperse the demonstrators. Soldiers approached
the CPTers, demanding that they move away. Immediately, a soldier took a CPTer
by the arm, forcibly shoved him down the street, and punched him in the back.

Detainment
14 March 2018: Two CPTers were delayed at a checkpoint for five minutes,
being questioned and held by border police. The border police made a call to ask
if CPT could pass through the checkpoint. After the two CPTers were permitted
to pass, they were held again at a nearby checkpoint for eighteen minutes, where
military forces confiscated and photographed their passports.
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Settlers
27 February 2018: Two CPTers were walking about Tel Rumeida, when a car
driven by Israeli settlers drove past, and the settlers threw a large bucket of water
on the two CPTers. CPTers informed soldiers of this incident, at which point CPT
learned that incidents like this have been occurring throughout the day to both
the Palestinian community and human rights monitors.
1 March 2018: Four highly intoxicated Israeli settler men in a car verbally
abused and swore at two CPT women. CPTers walked away slowly, but the vehicle reversed to follow them, and one of the men jumped out and aggressively
approached the CPTers. The settler man smashed a camera out of the hand of a
CPTer who was filming the encounter.
30 March 2018: While two CPTers and four visitors were monitoring on
the evening of Shabbat, an intoxicated Israeli settler approached the CPTers. The
settler claimed to be security, and demanded to know who they were, so he
would know if he should “treat you [the CPTers and their visitors] as Palestinians
entering Israel, or not.” The settler then placed his hand on one of the visitors’
chests, stopping him in the middle of the road. Israeli soldiers driving by stopped,
and CPT reported that the settler man was harassing the CPTers and their visitors.
The soldiers confronted the settler man, and moved him away from CPT. The
settler man became very aggressive, and soldiers had to restrain him.

Conclusion
The data collected by CPT substantiate extensive anecdotal testimony from
Palestinians of all ages and walks of life, which asserts that Palestinians face systematic and structural oppression every day. In addition to the restriction of
movement imposed by the Israeli military installations and illegal settlements, Israeli forces violate the human rights of Palestinians on a daily basis.
Many Palestinians living in areas with a high density of checkpoints are forced
to pass those Israeli military installations for virtually everything: on the way to
school, to work, to do grocery shopping, to go to the hospital, or to see friends or
family. Every single time, Palestinians are subjected to the Israeli forces’ violations
of their basic rights.
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With this documentation of routine human rights violations by Israeli forces in
the geographically limited area of al-Khalil, CPT hopes to ultimately inspire people
to demand change and take action for human rights.
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